FOR PVCU, COMPOSITE AND TIMBER DOORS

EFFORTLESS MULTI-POINT LOCKING

TOTAL SUREFIRE DOOR SECURITY
SIMPLY SHUTTING THE DOOR ENGAGES THE TRIGGER
THAT AUTOMATICALLY FIRES ALL LOCKING POINTS

SECURITY HOOKS

INTELLIGENT GEARBOX

AEROSPACE HOOKS

Complement your door with the
ultimate in Decorative Hardware.

30

years of
perfection

COMPLETE DOOR LOCK
SECURITY SOLUTION

30 60

SureFire is a complete door lock security solution for
PVCu, timber or composite doors.

security multi-point locking that looks great and fits any
style of home.

SureFire offers the highest level of door security in a lock
that’s easy to use, simply shutting the door engages the
trigger that automatically fires all locking points.

The SureFire lock is available in a choice of gearbox
positions, either Classic for a central door handle
position or; for composite and timber Heritage style
doors, with a higher gearbox for use with an escutcheon.

The range of lock variants, optional accessories and
beautifully crafted hardware, gives you effortless high

HIGH SECURITY HOOKS

INTELLIGENT GEARBOX

Twin tapered anti-jemmy hooks with
anti-saw protection and hardened
anti-drill inserts for lasting security
performance and positioning.

Clever latch design ensures all elements
are aligned before locking points are
thrown to prevent misalignment. For
use with Euro or Invincible cylinders.

AEROSPACE HOOKS

HIGH QUALITY KEEPS

Smooth, easy operation, manufactured
from aerospace grade aluminium, the
hooks allow for a lighter key torque
operation and guarantees robustness
when firing.

Adjustable high quality keeps secure
all locking points tightly to the frame,
clamping the door shut to prevent
any forced entry.

ACCESSORIES
ADDITIONAL KEYPAD

OPTIONAL MOTOR
A motor can be added to any SureFire
lock to drive the movement of the
hooks and latches. Connected to the
mains using either a continuous loop or
Power Jacks, which transfer power
wirelessly between the door and frame.
The lock can then be connected to a
compatible access control device such
as a Keypad.

The addition of a simple access
control device used in combination
with the motor adds additional
functionality to your lock.

Only Fab&Fix is available in perfectly matching Hardex finishes.

HARDEX
PATENTED
FINISH

Each piece of hardware is engineered for

Hardex can sail through 1000 hours of rigorous prohesion

enhanced strength and durability, whatever your

testing, confirming it’s the most durable finish on the

style preference. The key to this enhancement is

market. However, there’s still no replacement for the

Hardex, an invisible skin that creates unmatchable

rigours of the field and Fab&Fix products have racked up

resilience.

plenty of test hours there too - the Fab&Fix brand is 30

Hardex

finishes

resilience and durability.

offer

exceptional
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